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	This concise book walks you through how to get unit testing and test driven development done on Android, specifically using JUnit 4. You'll learn how to do agile development quickly and correctly, with a significant increase in development efficiency and a reduction in the number of defects.

	

	Agile practices have made major inroads in Java development, however it's very unusual to see something as basic as unit testing on an Android project. Done correctly, Agile development results in a significant increase in development efficiency and a reduction in the number of defects. Google have finally moved away from JUnit 3 and the developer can now do the more commonly accepted JUnit 4 tests in Android Studio.

	

	Up until now getting JUnit testing up and running in Android was not for the "faint hearted." However, "now it's in Android Studio, there is no excuse," according to the author Godrey Nolan, president of RIIS LLC. Android developers are faced with their own set of problems such as tightly coupled code, fragmentation, immature testing tools all of which can be solved using existing Agile tools and techniques that this short book will teach you.

	

	What You'll Learn:

	
		What are the key Android unit testing tools and how to use them in Android Studio
	
		What is the Agile testing pyramid for Android
	
		When to use Espresso and when to use JUnit
	
		What is mock testing and how to use Mockito in your Android apps
	
		What are and how to use third party tools like Hamcrest, Roblectric, Jenkins and more
	
		How to apply test driven development (TDD) to Android
	
		How to add unit testing to someone else's code



	Audience:

	This book is for Android app developers looking for an edge to build better quality Android apps.  Some experience with Java also helpful.
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Nagios: System and Network MonitoringNo Starch Press, 2006

	**Covers Nagios 2.0**


	"WOW! This books is incredibly detailed and Wolfgang has done an excellent job. I don't think I could have gone into that much detail if I wrote a book mysel. Kudos!" —Ethan Galstad, Nagios main developer


	Good system administrators know about problems long before anyone asks,...
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Modulation of Presynaptic Calcium ChannelsSpringer, 2013

	This book will bring together leading international experts to discuss recent advances in basic scientific knowledge regarding the regulation of presynaptic Ca2+ channels. Importantly, Ca2+ channels represent one of the most widely modulated proteins in the body, being the target of a range of effector pathways and drugs; this range will be...
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ASP.NET 2.0 CookbookO'Reilly, 2005
Completely revised for ASP.NET 2.0, this new edition of the best-selling ASP.NET Cookbook has everything you need to go from beginning to advanced Windows-based web site development using Microsoft's popular Visual Studio 2005 and ASP.NET 2.0 developer tools.  Written for the impatient...
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Light Field Sampling (Synthesis Lectures on Image, Video, and Multimedia Processing)Morgan and Claypool Publishers, 2006
Light field is one of the most representative image-based rendering techniques that generate novel virtual views from images instead of 3D models. The light field capture and rendering process can be considered as a procedure of sampling the light rays in the space and interpolating those in novel views. As a result, light field can be studied as a...
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Bionanotechnology: Lessons from NatureJohn Wiley & Sons, 2004

	Today is the most exciting time to be working in nanotechnology, and bionanotechnology
	in particular. Chemistry, biology, and physics have revealed
	an immense amount of information on molecular structure and
	function, and now we are poised to make use of it for atomic-level engineering.
	New discoveries are being made every day, and...
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iMovie 3 for Mac OS X (Visual QuickStart Guide)Peachpit Press, 2003
Crammed with new features-but lacking any documentation to speak of-iMovie 3 is a tool just waiting to be tapped, and this Visual QuickStart Guide provides the key. If you're already familiar with Apple's video editing software, you'll welcome the easy-to-find coverage of all of iMovie's new features-including seamless integration with other iLife...
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